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PARTNERSHIP APPROACH
The Enterprise Housing Plan was developed in partnership between the Hamlet of Enterprise
(Hamlet), and the Northwest Territories Housing Corporation (NWTHC).
Both parties signed a Participation Agreement outlining the roles and responsibilities for the
project. The Hamlet designated one Council member as the point of contact on the
Community Housing Plan. This Counsel member was designated as the point of contact for
the community, the Hamlet, and for the NWTHC.
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project.
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ACRONYMS
Acronyms, also called short forms, are the shortened form of names or titles. The
list below are the acronyms used in this document.

CMHC Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation
GNWT Government of the Northwest Territories
NWTHC Northwest Territories Housing Corporation
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DEFINITIONS
Adequacy means having running water, an indoor toilet, bathing and washing facilities,
and must not require major repairs.
Affordability means that housing costs, including utilities, rent or mortgage payments,
insurance, and taxes are less than 30% (about one third) of the total household income.
Core Need is a measurement tool taken each year by CMHC. It means that a person’s
income before taxes is not sufficient to access acceptable housing, and that the house they
live in is unsuitable (does not meet their needs) or inadequate (requires repairs).
Core Need Income Threshold (CNIT) is a measurement tool that sets an income target that
a household must have to be able to afford the costs of owning and operating a home or
renting in the private market without government assistance (taxes, power, heating, water/
sewer, insurance premiums, and maintenance costs).
Couch Surfing means sleeping at other people’s homes because you have no permanent
home.
Crowding means more people in a space than what is comfortable, healthy, or safe.
Market Housing means housing owned and operated outside of any government
assistance.
Non-Market Housing means housing operated by or subsidized by the government.
Suitability means having the required number of bedrooms for the characteristics and
number of occupants, as set out by the National Occupancy Standard requirements.
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1 INTRODUCTION
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1.1 WHAT IS A HOUSING PLAN?
A Housing Plan is a strategic document that community members contribute to by providing
information on housing in their community. The Plan can be used to set a direction for
potential investment opportunities in housing and support community leaders to make
decisions on housing.
The Plan looks at current and future housing need by reviewing housing information and
talking with community members. The Plan aims to tell a holistic story that includes more
than just the physical house. For example, the plan looks at the social, cultural, economic,
environmental, and other impacts on housing situations.
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1.2 GOALS & OBJECTIVES
The main goal of the Enterprise Housing Plan is to identify the housing needs and priorities
of community members by setting goals and actions for moving forward. In order to reach
our main goal, the following objectives were developed to guide the process:

1

Gather baseline data on the current housing situation.
Review housing history, patterns and trends, and planning documents to develop a
baseline understanding of housing in the community.

2

Identify community housing needs and priorities.
Conduct community activities to learn what the assets, needs, and priority areas
are for moving forward.

3

Set goals and actions to address housing needs and aspirations.
Build consensus with community members and leaders on goals and actions.

3

1.3 TIMELINE & PROCESS
The process to develop a Housing Plan began with a joint presentation to the Hamlet in
March 2019. An Agreement to Participate was signed in April 2019.
The process included two community visits and several presentations to Council. The Hamlet
and the NWTHC will meet together to review the results of this work and develop actions
and timelines for moving forward.
Following the adoption of this Housing Plan, the Hamlet and the NWTHC have committed to
continue working together to implement and monitor the Plan.
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2 HOUSING IN ENTERPRISE
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2.1 HOUSING CONTEXT
Between March and June 2019, information was gathered to develop a baseline
understanding of housing in Enterprise. Changes over time can be captured in future plan
reviews. The information comes from various sources, including: community members,
the Hamlet, the NWTHC, Statistics Canada, the NWT Bureau of Statistics and different
GNWT departments.

About 131 people
live in Enterprise1

There are about 40
households2

Most housing in Enterprise is private market, including privately owned houses, rented or
owned. The NWTHC has one housing unit in the community that is being transferred over
to the Hamlet. Some people own business residences in the community as well.

The information in the pie chart above was collected in 2019 by the NWTHC in coordination
with local partners.
1

Northwest Territories Bureau of Statistics, “Enterprise” GNWT, Accessed March 20, 2020 https://www.statsnwt.ca/community-data/Profile-PDF/Enterprise.pdf

2

Northwest Territories Bureau of Statistics, “Enterprise”
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2.2 HOUSING NEEDS
In 2019, a survey called the “Community Needs Survey” was completed by the NWT Bureau
of Statistics with 43 households in Enterprise. The results show that about 51% of
households (22 homes) have a housing problem, meaning they have an issue with space in
their house, the condition of their house, or paying for housing.3

20 local households stated that their houses had things that needed fixing,
such as their toilet or taps.
9 local households stated that things like their rent, lights, fuel, water, and
other costs are not easy to pay for.

According to the Community Needs Survey, adequacy (ie. needing home repairs) is the most
significant issue in Enterprise, followed by affordability (ie. housing costs are not easy to pay
for).
The housing stock in Enterprise was built in clusters from 1961 to 2010. Homes built in
earlier years are aging.4 Community members talked about home repair challenges and
unaffordability, particularly with high rents and expensive utilities. Some mentioned it was
cheaper to go south for the winter than to live in Enterprise all year round. Community
members suggested creating easier access to retrofits for accessibility and providing
opportunities for additions. Residents also discussed providing support for homeowners to
do basic upkeep. To help with affordability, people suggested investing in more units that
are smaller and more affordable or introducing government funding with a fixed rent.

3

Northwest Territories Bureau of Statistics, “Housing Conditions,” GNWT, Accessed March 24, 2020, https://www.statsnwt.ca/Housing/housing-conditions/

4

Statistics Canada, “Census Profile, 2016 Census Enterprise, Hamlet [Census subdivision], Northwest Territories [Territory],” Statistics Canada Catalogue no. 98316-X2016001, Ottawa, Released November 29, 2017, https://www12.statcan.gc.ca/census-recensement/2016/dp-pd/prof/index.cfm?Lang=E
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Adequacy (ie. Needing home repairs)
According to the Community Needs Survey, adequacy is the most significant issue in
Enterprise, with 46% of households needing major repairs.5 Some specific issues
reported include mold (17% of households), and pest infestations (14% of households).6

Affordability (ie. Paying for rent, lights, fuel, water, and other costs)
The high cost of living impacts community member’s ability to afford housing and basic
upkeep. In 2018, 23% of households in Enterprise found it “very difficult or difficult” to
make ends meet, compared to 21% in the South Slave Region and 20% in the NWT. 7

5

Northwest Territories Bureau of Statistics, “Recently Release Survey Reports,” GNWT, Accessed November 3, 2021, https://www.statsnwt.ca/recent_surveys/

6

Northwest Territories Bureau of Statistics, “Recently Release Survey Reports”

7

Northwest Territories Bureau of Statistics, “Recently Release Survey Reports”
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2.3 FUTURE HOUSING CONSIDERATIONS
The population of Enterprise is projected to decline by 5 people by 2035.8 However, there
is an expected increase of 32 seniors over the next 10 years, or 17 households.9 The
community expressed the need for an affordable seniors complex to meet the current and
future needs.
Enterprise has
75 surveyed
lots designated
for residential
use10

16 residential lots
are vacant with
other land that
could be developed11

New housing built in Enterprise should consider the circumstances facing residents. The
unemployment rate is 18% which is higher than the territorial average of 11%.12 In 2018, the
average monthly Income Assistance Beneficiaries was 3 people.13
Some residents in Enterprise wish to downsize to more affordable units, however they face
uncertainty with land leases and ownership. Over the years, there has been
misunderstandings and lack of communication between residents and the GNWT over land
leases. Many residents have equity leases that were understood to follow a rent-to-own
model, but have yet to see anyone own the land despite a government initiative to move this
forward. Residents want the ability to own their land in fee simple title because this
creates buyer certainty when selling their homes, and simplifies access to financing. Recently,
the Hamlet acquired fee simple land in the community that can be sold to residents. As new
lots become available via fee simple, this may create an inequity in the community with
current homeowners still unable to own the land their homes are located on, while new
homeowners are able to.
8

Northwest Territories Bureau of Statistics, “Population Projections,” GNWT, Accessed March 24, 2020 https://www.statsnwt.ca/population/communityprojections/
9

Dillon Consulting, Seniors Planning Study: A Territorial Seniors Housing Assessment, Northwest Territories Housing Corporation, Tabled Document 355-18(3)
Tabled on February 26, 2019, https://www.assembly.gov.nt.ca/sites/default/files/td_355-183.pdf.
10

In Authors Possession

11

In Authors Possession

12

Northwest Territories Bureau of Statistics, “Enterprise,” GNWT, Accessed March 20, 2020 https://www.statsnwt.ca/community-data/Profile-PDF/Enterprise.pdf

html
13

Northwest Territories Bureau of Statistics, “Enterprise”
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3 COMMUNITY
DISCUSSIONS
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3.1 COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT METHODS
Community members participated in engagement activities during a community visit to
Enterprise. During the visit, the NWTHC worked with the local facilitator to host small
group discussions, workshops, one-on-one discussions, interviews, and activities for all
ages and members of the community. The planning team attempted to capture a variety of
perspectives from as many community members as possible.
Overall, about 95 participants were counted.

1 Council activity session
8 participants

1 after school session
10 youth attended

3 people participated in
one-on–one discussions

1 community tour
2 people attended

1 seniors meeting
10 people participated

3 goal setting workshops
13 people attended
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When talking to community members, the main questions asked were:
1. What do you like about housing in your community?
2. What could be better?
3. What do you want housing to look like in the future?
Through discussions with community members, two main housing stories emerged. These
stories talked about the needs and aspirations of:
•

Homeowners; and

•

Renters.

The next section explores the main concerns brought forward by these two groups of
people.
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3.2 HOMEOWNERS
About 75% of households in Enterprise own their
homes.14 Some challenges faced by homeowners include:
•

many homes are in poor condition and cannot access
repair or retrofit programs; and

•

many homeowners want to downsize due to
affordability challenges but have no options.

About 50% of homeowners in Enterprise have a
mortgage.15
•

Home maintenance is expensive.

•

Some have equity leases on the land, making it a
challenge to sell their homes.

The median shelter cost is $717 per month.16
•

Housing costs are high (mortgage, heat, maintenance).

•

Many people have low wages or limited pension.

“Home upkeep is a challenge for seniors.” – community member
“Going south cheaper than living here in winter.” – community member
“Seniors on fixed income have no options... we need a senior’s center, like Avens.”
– community member

14

Statistics Canada, “Census Profile, 2016 Census, Enterprise, Hamlet [Census subdivision], Northwest Territories [Territory],” Statistics Canada Catalogue no. 98316-X2016001, Ottawa, Released November 29, 2017, https://www12.statcan.gc.ca/census-recensement/2016/dp-pd/prof/index.cfm?Lang=E
15

Statistics Canada, “Census Profile, 2016 Census, Enterprise, Hamlet [Census subdivision], Northwest Territories [Territory].”

16

Statistics Canada, “Census Profile, 2016 Census, Enterprise, Hamlet [Census subdivision], Northwest Territories [Territory].”
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3.3 RENTERS
Some challenges facing renters in Enterprise include:
•

lack of housing options, especially for singles and
young families; and

•

expensive housing costs.

0% of people who rent live in subsidized housing.17
•

The NWTHC has one housing surplus unit and no
active subsidized housing.

•

Four households in the community indicated that they
had an individual living with them who could not get
their own home.18

The median shelter cost is $1,204 per month.19
•

Being unable to afford rent may result in moving away
from the community or experiencing homelessness.

•

Renter shelter costs are significantly higher than
homeowner shelter costs in the community.

“Housing here in Enterprise, there’s nothing.” – community member
“I’d like to see some sort of housing, one, two-bed, something affordable.”
– community member

“Many people here tried to apply, but the rules were too strict (NWTHC house).”
– community member

17

Statistics Canada, “Census Profile, 2016 Census, Enterprise, Hamlet [Census subdivision], Northwest Territories [Territory],” Statistics Canada Catalogue no. 98316-X2016001, Ottawa, Released November 29, 2017, https://www12.statcan.gc.ca/census-recensement/2016/dp-pd/prof/index.cfm?Lang=E
18

Northwest Territories Bureau of Statistics, “Specific Housing Requests,” GNWT, print.

19

Statistics Canada, “Census Profile, 2016 Census, Enterprise, Hamlet [Census subdivision], Northwest Territories [Territory].”
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4 COMMUNITY HOUSING
PRIORITIES
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4.1 HOUSING WORKSHOPS
In June 2019 and July 2021, multiple goal-setting workshops were held in Enterprise with
the Council and staff. The purpose of the workshops was to develop goals and actions for
each housing priority. These goals and actions provide paths for moving forward to improve
housing in Enterprise
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4.2 HOUSING VISION
The first workshop developed a collective vision for housing in Enterprise. Starting from
ideas provided from the community, the group added their insights and clustered the ideas
to form key pillars of the vision.

1

Services for all
Provide a transportation service to and from Hay River for Seniors, put together a
Seniors’ advocacy committee, and have maintenance services available for those
who require extra assistance.

2

More flexible program options (not one size fits all)
Create more flexible NWTHC programs that are tailored to the priorities of the
Hamlet, and provide more program options for single parents and Seniors.

3

Growth opportunities (land available)
Stimulate the economy by creating more homes, and jobs in the community.

4

Variety of housing units
Produce more homes to suit the needs of community members such as a Seniors
center, assisted living options, emergency shelter, and a variety of homes and
apartments.

5

Build according to need of the people (design)
Design accessible homes that are energy efficient and affordable.

6

Education, delivery, follow up
Provide better program delivery, information sharing and education of new
programs through the development of a communication strategy.

7

Have a Government Service Worker (GSO) in Enterprise
Advocate for a GSO in Enterprise to provide residents with easier access to
government programs and services.
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4.3 BLOCKS TO THE VISION
The second workshop identified blocks that stand in the way of achieving the community’s
vision for housing in Enterprise. Starting from challenges identified by the community, the
group added their insights and clustered the challenges to form clear blocks.

1

Lack of knowledge
There is a resistance to change due to a lack of knowledge and there is a need for
education of programs from public housing.

2

Unbalanced programs and financial barriers
The cost of living in the Hamlet is high and many cannot afford to stay.

3

No transitional accountability or continuity

There is a lack of planning and money to purposefully allow for community
growth. Homes have also been constructed poorly for the environmental
conditions they must endure.

4

Lack of government effort to meet our timelines
There has been years of misunderstandings and lack of communication between
the residents of Enterprise and the government.

5

Disconnect between programs and people in need
No flexibility and strict policies with government programs that cause issues when
attempting to apply for housing.

6

Government bureaucracy
Many people want to move to Enterprise but have difficulty accessing land. There
is a lack of home options to buy and to rent.

7

Community burn out
Council turnover occurs frequently enough that projects do not always get
finished. There is also a lack of community participation.

8

Lack of personal and program finances
Many homes in the Hamlet require repairs and this is especially prevalent for the
Seniors who find home upkeep a challenge.
18

VISIONING

BLOCKS
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4.4 STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS
The third workshop identified strategic directions to get around the blocks to achieve the
vision. The group brainstormed solutions to create a way forward.

1

Consistent communication “listen, share, understand, delivery”

Have government workers travel to the Hamlet to gain an in person perspective,
create more formalized communication between all forms of government and the
Hamlet and provide regular in person information sessions.

2

Leadership advocate for more accountability and action
Advocate for changing government policies that are slowing down the growth of
the Hamlet, to improve government transparency and see more actions and follow
through from the GNWT.

3

Eliminate Silos
Develop consistent communication between government departments.

4

Homeownership opportunities and supports
Create more opportunity for ownership in the Hamlet, teach life skills to people
about homeownership, finances, and daily life activities, and look into programs
for energy efficient homes.

5

Community focused programming
Develop programs that allow for reasonable financial commitment, create
awareness of program requirements and have the local leadership advocate to the
GNWT and federal government about program changes.

6

To forgive and accept and not forget
Need for the community to support the leaders by promoting respect in the
Hamlet and carry forward visions and projects through leadership changes.

7

Provide opportunities for social gatherings
Continue holding small events to bring the community together, encourage
community participation and promote employment through programs and
projects.
20

SOLUTIONS

DIRECTIONS
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5 ACTIONING THE PLAN
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5.1 MOVING FORWARD
The final stage of the housing planning process is to adopt the plan. Once adopted, the
NWTHC will work alongside the Hamlet to implement the goals and actions identified in
the plan.

An Action Plan was developed to guide and track the progress of the Enterprise Housing
Plan. The Action Plan provides a suggested five year timeline to accomplish the goals and
actions to improve housing in Enterprise. The Hamlet will lead the implementation, in
coordination with the NWTHC, and other partners.

Leadership
Meeting

Community
Talks

Identify Goals &
Actions

Housing
Forum Event

Housing
Plan

Ongoing
Review
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